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Welcome to Minuteman Press Cambridge 
We’ve been proudly printing for Cambridge since 2009 

When we started this business, we noticed there was a gap in the market for a printing company 
who were customer focused, rather than simply driven by the size of the order. We wanted to 
provide a place where all orders were treated with the same degree of care and attention, large 
or small. 

Our promotional brochure is a small insight into what is possible. So, if you are looking for event 
items, eco products, corporate gifts, or staff recognition, talk to us, we are here to help.

Denis Martin
Owner
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The College Ballpoint
Promotional pens are a great way to brand your business.  At Minuteman Press, we offer 
a large selection that will create brand awareness when imprinted with your company 
name or logo. We can offer small quantities of luxury pens and large runs of budget styles 
to give you the best options. We can laser engrave metal pens and include a presentation 
box on certain lines. Talk to us about your requirements. 

The College ballpoint is our most popular, customisable and cost efficient pen we offer.  
 Available in four different colour ways, which all have at least eight colours to choose 
from to match your brand. 
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       Fast turn around?
Our most popular, customisable pen 
available in a quick lead time.



The University Ballpoint
A sleek, modern design in this soft feel ball pen which has a positive tactile 
quality. Retractable ballpoint pen which features a handy integrated stylus to 
the top of the plunger. Complete with chrome accents and a coloured soft-feel 
metal barrel, a great way to pass on your marketing message.
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Executive Pens & Pen Sets
Metal Engraving
Our range of executive pens is designed 
to suit any need. Starting with coloured 
ball pens with a sleek feel, large range of 
colours and sophisticated metal engraving 
to add your personalisations to. 

Fountain Pens
Fountain pens are a sleek and elegant 
writing tool that is anything but average. 
With the option of two decoration methods, 
Up to 4 colour pad printing or Laser 
engraving, this high-end and luxurious pen 
will undoubtedly gain attention. Arrives in a 
protective and presentable gift set box.

Pen Sets
Our pen sets include not only established, 
well loved and reliable brands, but can also 
come as a gift box with an additional second 
pen, a notebook or a matching wallet. 
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Pencils
We have a range of pencils suitable for all 
requirements, whether it be a simply banded 
wooden pencil with a rubber top or full 
customisable mechanical pencils.

Wooden Pencil
The FSC-certified wooden pencils are available 
with up to 3 colour printing. A simple but 
effective way to advertise your brand while 
remaining functional.

Mechanical Pencil
Sophisticated metal mechanical pencil with 
a soft-touch rubberised coating and a large 
branding area. Laser engraving is also available, 
in mirror-finish chrome to match the polished 
chrome trim.

Colouring Pencil Packs
Available in three different pack sizes: 4, 6 & 12,  
components are not available to customise but 
the packing is. Paper packaging with options 
of 4 colour pad printing as well as full-colour 
digital sticker or a more luxurious full-colour 
domed label.
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Highlighters
Transparent Single Colour
Our clear transparent highlighter is a single colour highlighter made of recycled 
water bottles. With decoration available on the full length of the barrel in up to 4 
colours using the pad print method.

Triangle & Star 
Our Triangle and Star highlighters both allow for front and back printing when using 
either the 4 colour screen printing method or full colour digital printing meaning 
your brand is always seen when you have it in your work space. The Triangle has 3 
built in colours to enhance your productivity while the Star highlighter provides 5 in 
a mixture of neon shades.
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Sports Bottles
Bottles with your corporate branding are a solid promotional 
gift. Ideal for any company supplying sports equipment, 
corporate gifts, or as fundraising items for individual clubs, 
charity events and schools. 

We can brand a wide range of water bottles and hot-drink flasks 
so, if you have something specific in mind, just get in touch.
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Metal Bottles
Our metal water bottles can be screen printed, pad 
printed or engraved to give the right desired effect 
and look for your brand. Methods and print areas 
vary per bottle.

     Go green!
Re-fillable aluminium water bottles 
are an affordable way to promote a  
greener lifestyle.
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Mugs & Travel Mugs
Mugs are a great product which can be personalised right down to a name. They also offer 
great exposure of your brand for visitors to your office. Our durable white ceramic mugs are 
printed in house with no minimum order quantity, quickly using the latest dye sublimation 
technology - which gives excellent full colour coverage at an affordable price. 

Want something on a larger scale or more customisable? Speak to us about the endless 
possibilities we can do. From colours to shapes, sizes and finishes. We can work with you to 
get the ideal look for your company
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Lanyards
Lanyards are a great way to make your brand visible. Whether 
being used at an exhibition as a give away product, to display 
badges, tickets or ID cards at events. They are always on 
show and often kept which makes them a great advertising 
tool. We offer a vast range to match your company branding 
in the best possible way. 

Safety is not a concern as we only sell ours with a safety clip 
to ensure the lanyards breakaway under tension. We offer a 
range of badge holders, ski reels and clips so you can get the 
best out of your lanyards. 

10mm Material Width

15mm Material Width

20mm Material Width

Material Width Options

Trigger Clip

Safety Release Clip

Dog Clip

Crocodile Clip
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Tote Bags
Tote bags give high visibility to any business. Practical, sustainable and useful - what more 
could you want? Tote bags have a large variety in customisation meaning we can provide 
results personalised to your brand. Single and double sided printing, storage capacities 
and fabric grammage to name a few
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Drawstring Bags
Drawstring backpacks are a fantastic option when looking for a bag that works well as 
an easy-to-handle gift to promote any brand or marketing campaign. The lightweight 
backpack is budget-friendly and has a drawstring design suitable for easy carrying over 
the shoulder or as a backpack. 
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Paper & Jute bags
Providing alternatives to plastic bags as well as being high quality, our 
Paper and Jute bags are excellent alternatives without compromising 
quality or design. Available in a variety of sizes, finishes and using 
water based inks to reduce the impact on the environment. 

Twisted HandleFlat Handle Front & Back Print Various Colours
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Backpacks & Laptop bags
From sleeves to backpacks, we know you want to 
protect your tech and feature your brand. This is 
where our range of laptop sleeves, messenger bags 
and backpacks are in the spotlight! For practicality 
and promotion, the different styles suit a range of 
needs whether it’s the light protection of a sleeve 
or a backpack for the commute. 

Laptop Sleeves
13” 
14”
15.6”

             Say Sleeve!
Laptop Sleeves are available in 3 
different sizes to accommodate 
most popular brand’s specs
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Notebooks
The notebook is not only an office essential but also, a great opportunity to promote your 
brand. The cardboard notebook has a soft-feel cover and lined pages, ideal for writing 
down quick ideas or long notes. PVC covered ardboard.

Available Sizes
A4
A5
A6

Page Layout
Lined
Dotted
Blank

Print Options 
Screenprint
Padprint
Embossing / Debossing
Digital Printing 
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Combo Pads & Sticky notes
No workspace is complete without combo pads & sticky notes. Useful items for any desktop or 
workspace, combo pads include a notepad, page tags, sticky notes and are ideal for keeping 
on a desktop or using when out and about. Don’t need all the extras? Our range of Sticky Note 
pads come in different size options as well as stack quantities.

Pages per pad 
25
50
100

Sizes Available 
50mm x 75mm
75mm x 75mm
100mm x 75mm              Go Green!

Looking for an eco alternative? 
We also have a 100% recycled 
paper eco sticky note pads 
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USB Sticks 
Twister USB 
The Twister is the unsung hero of the USB memory 
stick world and by far our most popular model. 
The main reasons for this is down primarily to how 
much customisation is actually possible with this 
product. Not only does the Twister USB come as 
standard with a range of colours to choose from, but 
we can also colour match the body of the memory 
stick to match company branding. The metal clips 
are also available in a variety of colours and finishes 
and rotate a full 360-degrees around for easy use.

Credit Card USB 
The USB Card is the same size as a standard credit 
card or bank card, making it ideal for placement in 
a wallet or purse, and is therefore one of the most 
easily portable USB’s on the market.
At only 3mm thick it is only marginally thicker than a 
regular credit card. The USB connector simply “flips” 
out making it easy to use.

         Size Matters
Storage sizes range from 1GB to 
64GB, let us know your needs
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Wireless Chargers
Quickly becoming one of the most popular customisable items as well as sort after desk 
items, wireless chargers are compatible with all Qi enabled mobile devices, which covers 
most modern smartphones. All you need to do is place your phone onto the top surface of 
the charger and it will power your device. This charger is compatible with IOS, Windows and 
Android platforms and works with all wireless charging enabled smartphones.
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Power Banks
Otherwise known as portable phone chargers, power banks plug into a smartphone or any 
other portable device. Customised with your branding with laser engraving or colour printing 
methods.

Credit Card Power Bank
The Credit Card Power Bank is easily 
portable thanks to its ultra slim, pocket 
friendly design. All the power banks come 
equipped as standard with a built in dual 
Micro-USB & lightning cable, as well as 
a separate Type USB-C adapter for the 
cable within the casing, meaning it can 
provide charger to almost all modern 
smartphones and tablet devices without 
the need for separate cables. 

Power Bank
Designed for easy portability and usage. 
The slim design makes it ideal to carry 
around while the handy lights on the 
side indicate the current power level. 
Holding a 4000mAh power supply, this 
portable charger is perfect for charging 
up smartphones and tablets on the go.
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Pro Charging Set
A selection of tech essentails to keep you always powered, including a personalised power 
bank, cable and wireless charger are presented in either the white or black large flip box, 
including personalisation to the lid of the box too. If you’re looking to make an impact with a 
corporate gift that has a personal touch, then look no further than the Pro Charging Set and 
make sure your customers, staff or other lucky recipients keep their devices fully charged, no 
matter where they are!
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Eco Bags
Our tote bags are a great promotional item, giving high visability to any business. Practical, 
sustainable and useful - what more could you want?

Our eco bag range are made with GOTS certified 100 g/m² organic cotton.
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Eco Notebook
Our eco notebooks are made from NewApple material. Both the soft cover and 80gsm lined 
pages inside are made of organic waste from apple processing hence the name. 

Pages per book 
50
80
100

Sizes Available 
A4
A5
A6

Width of Band 
7mm
10mm
15mm

Page Layout 
Lined
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Eco Tech
Eco Twister USB
Made almost entirely out of a biodegradable 
material instead of the usual plastic and metal 
casing. The body and clip of the housing is made 
of eco friendly cornstarch, with the only elements 
of the USB drive not made of cornstarch being the 
actual USB components inside. 

Eco Wireless Charger
With the casing made entirely of recycled ABS 
plastic, the Eco 10W Wireless Charger is one of our 
most environmentally friendly wireless chargers 
available. As it is made of recycled materials, you 
know you are making an eco-conscious choice. It 
doesn’t compromise on style or performance.

Eco Wireless Charger
Made with a recycled ABS plastic casing, and 
holding a generous battery size of 10,000mAh, 
the Eco Pro 10000 Power Bank can fully charge 
multiple devices on a single charge. It boasts two 
USB output ports to charge devices simultaneously, 
and has both micro USB and Type C input to charge 
the power bank itself.

Also available in mini version too!
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Eco Plants
SeedSticks
Similar to matchsticks – each pack of Seedsticks 
looks just like a matchbook, but each stick contains 
seeds that will grow when planted in soil.  A unique 
product that will remind customers of any brand each 
time they tend to their blooming matchstick garden!

Desktop Tube Gardens
Grow a garden at home or in the office! Get green 
fingers with our custom-printed grow kit. You can 
choose from a herb seed mix or a wildflower mix. 
Made from natural, sustainable resources. The 
brushed aluminium container is made from recycled 
aluminium and is 100% recyclable.  Sourced from 
reputable suppliers and doesn’t contain CFCs. 
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T-Shirts & Hoodies
Our T-shirts and hoodies can be completed by three different methods: Printing, 
Heat transfer vinyl and Embroidery. Depending on your needs and the artwork, 
we can tailor the best method for your garment request or even combine to 
complete the best results for your branding.
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Workwear 
Call us or see us in-house to discuss your workwear needs 
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                           Uniform
            Complete your workplace with                 
            embroidered uniforms 



Minuteman Press Cambridge
Unit 11, Orwell Furlong
Cowley Road, Cambridge CB4 0WY

01223 312688

www.printcambridge.co.uk

studio@minutemanpress.com

Looking for more?
The products featured within this booklet are just a selection of the 

many items we offer. If you have a requirement not mentioned, 
we can probably help with that too! Get in touch: 

@minutemancambs


